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NATURAL
SURFACE
DESIGN



MURATTO is one of the most highly distinguished 

brands of natural surface design, with Portuguese origin.

With a profile that is distinguished by its dynamism and innovation,

the company emerged in 2013, with the purpose to offer dazzling 

covering solutions. Focused on being an innovative brand in the design

and production of coating finishes, Muratto is guided by a vision

that focus on sustainable growth, relying on four main values:

Natural Lifestyle, Design, Sharing, and Interior Comfort.

VASCO BARROS, MURATTO CEO
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WE ARE
ALL ABOUT



NATURAL LIFESTYLE  Muratto bases its process on the importance of sustainable development, 

always working with natural raw materials and trying to contribute to a natural lifestyle, doing so 

with a positive attitude towards itself and others.

DESIGN  This is the focus of the creative process, and it is based on the active creation of products 

and processes, seeking inspiration in the most varied forms of vision in various countries. The 

valuation of handmade products and the Portuguese tradition are also important points in 

establishing the identity of the brand itself. At the same time, Muratto also tries to approach 

various styles of decoration and design, ranging from the most classic to the most contemporary.

SHARING  It is from sharing ideas and the most unreasonable thoughts that the best things often 

emerge. And that is why the term Sharing is very important to us. At Muratto we share thoughts, 

ideas, emotions, wishes, ambitions ... And it is this sharing that takes us further. To be able to offer 

better solutions to our customers and partners, we work with several international designers, from 

different parts of the world, which allows us to have unique products, with a different design, 

which fit in the four corners of the world. Mutual support from our partners is also essential, working 

in partnership to develop positive products and processes for both parties.

INTERIOR COMFORT  For Muratto is still very important that all its interventions in the market are 

aimed at Interior Comfort, that is, that each product is endowed with features that offer a positive 

impact on the daily life of its users. Aspects such as the acoustic effect, the highly inspirational 

visual impact, the feeling of thermal comfort, and its suitability to the same environment as the 

human being, make our products contribute to the comfort of homes, hotels, offices, commercial 

spaces, and other types of facilities, always in a positive way and with a view that provides a 

constant real feeling of comfort.
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180

248

ABOUT BEEHIVE

The shape of BEEHIVE results from the union of different 

geometrical planes that grow organically. It is a progression 

from a basic honeycomb, at once natural and contemporary. 

The pattern appears to move, yet it is balanced, giving 

dynamism, energy, and emotion to the environment.

MATERIAL 
Massive cork pieces agglomerated 

with special resins and additives, 

molded-in shape with mass color 

pigmentation.

SIZE
248 x 180 x 20 mm

INSTALLATION
glue or stickers

WEIGHT (box)
3,010 kg

PACKED 
16 tiles, area 0,7136 sqm

FIRE RESISTANT
B-S1, d0 (EN 13823)

ACOUSTIC (NRC)
0,3 (EN ISO 11654)

THERMAL CONDUCTIBILITY (W/M.C) 
0,0468 (EN 12667-2001)

THERMAL RESISTANCE (M2C/W)
0,47 (EN 12667-2001)

VOC
Class A (French Norm 
EN ISO/IEC 17025)

TurquoiseEmerald YellowIvory Olive

BlackBordeaux AubergineRed Natural

Taupe

Copper

Grey

Blue

DESIGN BLOCKS BEEHIVE
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MATERIAL 
Massive cork pieces agglomerated 

with special resins and additives, 

molded-in shape with mass color 

pigmentation.

SIZE
248 x 248 x 24 mm

INSTALLATION
glue or stickers

WEIGHT (box)
3,330 kg

PACKED 
16 tiles, area 0,99 sqm

FIRE RESISTANT
B-S1, d0 (EN 13823)

ACOUSTIC (NRC)
0,3 (EN ISO 11654)

THERMAL CONDUCTIBILITY (W/M.C) 
0,0468 (EN 12667-2001)

THERMAL RESISTANCE (M2C/W)
0,47 (EN 12667-2001)

VOC
Class A (French Norm 
EN ISO/IEC 17025)

248

248

TurquoiseEmerald YellowIvory Olive

BlackBordeaux AubergineRed Natural

Taupe

Copper

Grey

Blue

ABOUT CHOCK

Designed for high visual impact in larger areas and 

spacious rooms, CHOCK has four diagonal lines that 

emerge from the center of each square, like four 

windows that open in different directions. Thanks to 

the simple geometry of the four pieces that compose 

Chock, each piece retains its identity while blending 

into the overall effect.

DESIGN BLOCKS CHOCK
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MATERIAL 
Massive cork pieces agglomerated 

with special resins and additives, 

molded-in shape with mass color 

pigmentation.

SIZE
248 x 248 x 24 mm

INSTALLATION
glue or stickers

WEIGHT (box)
3,330 kg

PACKED 
16 tiles, area 0,99 sqm

FIRE RESISTANT
B-S1, d0 (EN 13823)

ACOUSTIC (NRC)
0,3 (EN ISO 11654)

THERMAL CONDUCTIBILITY (W/M.C) 
0,0468 (EN 12667-2001)

THERMAL RESISTANCE (M2C/W)
0,47 (EN 12667-2001)

VOC
Class A (French Norm 
EN ISO/IEC 17025)

TurquoiseEmerald YellowIvory Olive

BlackBordeaux AubergineRed Natural

Taupe

Copper

Grey

Blue

ABOUT MINICHOCK

Designed for intimate spaces, MINICHOCK is composed 

of squares of four smaller squares meeting at different 

angles. The repeated shape creates a captivating 

mosaic pattern. The pattern is simple but contributes 

to an emotive, dynamic and playful environment.

248

248

DESIGN BLOCKS MINICHOCK
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MATERIAL 
Massive cork pieces agglomerated 

with special resins and additives, 

molded-in shape with mass color 

pigmentation.

SIZE
248 x 248 x 24 mm

INSTALLATION
glue or stickers

WEIGHT (box)
3,045 kg

PACKED 
16 tiles, area 0,99 sqm

FIRE RESISTANT
B-S1, d0 (EN 13823)

ACOUSTIC (NRC)
0,3 (EN ISO 11654)

THERMAL CONDUCTIBILITY (W/M.C) 
0,0468 (EN 12667-2001)

THERMAL RESISTANCE (M2C/W)
0,47 (EN 12667-2001)

VOC
Class A (French Norm 
EN ISO/IEC 17025)

TurquoiseEmerald YellowIvory Olive

BlackBordeaux AubergineRed Natural

Taupe

Copper

Grey

Blue

ABOUT PEAK

Each square of the PEAK is made up of four asymmetrical 

triangles that converge at a peak. The repeated pattern 

suggests the idea of mountains and creates a reflection 

of the surrounding light. Turning to nature for inspiration, 

Peak creates different moods based on the mixing and 

matching of colors.

248

248

DESIGN BLOCKS PEAK
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MATERIAL 
Massive cork pieces agglomerated 

with special resins and additives, 

molded-in shape with mass color 

pigmentation.

SIZE
248 x 160 x 43 mm

INSTALLATION
glue or stickers

WEIGHT (box)
2 kg

PACKED 
15 tiles, area 0,435 sqm

FIRE RESISTANT
B-S1, d0 (EN 13823)

ACOUSTIC (NRC)
0,3 (EN ISO 11654)

THERMAL CONDUCTIBILITY (W/M.C) 
0,0468 (EN 12667-2001)

THERMAL RESISTANCE (M2C/W)
0,47 (EN 12667-2001)

VOC
Class A (French Norm 
EN ISO/IEC 17025)

TurquoiseEmerald YellowIvory Olive

BlackBordeaux AubergineRed Natural

Taupe

Copper

Grey

Blue

ABOUT SENSES

A smoothly curved hourglass shape is organized in 

horizontal and vertical orientations, creating an organic 

pattern. The shape of SENSES is inspired by the undulations 

of nature, while its volume gives dimension to smooth walls. 

Senses can cover walls partially or entirely, allowing flexibility 

and individuality. 

248

160

DESIGN BLOCKS SENSES
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MATERIAL 
Massive cork pieces agglomerated 

with special resins and additives, 

molded-in shape with mass color 

pigmentation.

SIZE
220 x 190 x 30 mm

INSTALLATION
glue or stickers

WEIGHT (box)
3,220 kg

PACKED 
22 tiles, area 0,688 sqm

FIRE RESISTANT
B-S1, d0 (EN 13823)

ACOUSTIC (NRC)
0,3 (EN ISO 11654)

THERMAL CONDUCTIBILITY (W/M.C) 
0,0468 (EN 12667-2001)

THERMAL RESISTANCE (M2C/W)
0,47 (EN 12667-2001)

VOC
Class A (French Norm 
EN ISO/IEC 17025)

TurquoiseEmerald YellowIvory Olive

BlackBordeaux AubergineRed Natural

Taupe

Copper

Grey

Blue

ABOUT HEXAGON

The HEXAGON is one of the geometric shapes that 

exists in nature, as does our cork material, and it is 

associated with communication, balance, and union. 

By creating additional internal shapes, the Hexagon 

allows an interface of each and all tiles, creating a 

unique result.

110

190

220

DESIGN BLOCKS HEXAGON
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MATERIAL 
Massive cork pieces agglomerated 

with special resins and additives, 

molded-in shape with mass color 

pigmentation.

SIZE
230 x 150 x 42 mm

INSTALLATION
glue or stickers

WEIGHT (box)
2,600 kg

PACKED 
15 tiles, area 0,337 sqm

FIRE RESISTANT
B-S1, d0 (EN 13823)

ACOUSTIC (NRC)
0,3 (EN ISO 11654)

THERMAL CONDUCTIBILITY (W/M.C) 
0,0468 (EN 12667-2001)

THERMAL RESISTANCE (M2C/W)
0,47 (EN 12667-2001)

VOC
Class A (French Norm 
EN ISO/IEC 17025)

TurquoiseEmerald YellowIvory Olive

BlackBordeaux AubergineRed Natural

Taupe

Copper

Grey

Blue

ABOUT DROP

Having been inspired by the motions of nature, DROP 

conveys the lightness and purity of water. This piece 

transforms a fluid dynamic combined with an organic 

surface, conveying a 3D feel due to its volume. The 

pattern created with this piece turns any wall into a 

real waterfall.

150

230

DESIGN BLOCKS DROP
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MATERIAL 
Massive cork pieces agglomerated 

with special resins and additives, 

molded-in shape with mass color 

pigmentation; preserved moss.

SIZE
248 x 60 x 20 mm

INSTALLATION
glue or stickers

MINIMUM ORDER
9 pieces

ABOUT RECTANGULAR MOSS

In a rectangular shape, the tiles of this range combine 

the beauty of cork with the naturalness of the moss. 

With a vividly green appearance and fresh soft feel, 

the Rectangular Organic Moss allows the formation of 

interesting and irreverent patterns, either with one of 

the pieces or with the combination of the two. The 

combination of these pieces with the Peak, Chock 

and Minichock design blocks is an excellent way to 

bring nature into the interior. This is a 100% natural and 

genuine product that does not require any maintenance.

248

60

Reindeer Forest 

COMPLEMENTS RECTANGULAR MOSS
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MATERIAL 
Massive cork pieces agglomerated 

with special resins and additives, 

molded-in shape with mass color 

pigmentation; preserved moss.

SIZE
220 x 190 x 30 mm

INSTALLATION
glue or stickers

Reindeer Forest Jungle

110

190

220

ABOUT HEXAGONAL MOSS

In a hexagonal shape, the tiles of this range combine 

the beauty of cork with the naturalness of the moss. 

With a vividly green appearance and fresh soft feel, 

the Hexagonal Organic Moss allows the formation of 

interesting and irreverent patterns, either with one of 

the pieces or with the combination of the three. The 

combination of these pieces with the cork hexagons 

is an excellent way to bring nature to the interior. This 

is a 100% natural and genuine product that does not 

require any maintenance.

MINIMUM ORDER
9 pieces

COMPLEMENTS HEXAGONAL MOSS
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SIZE
200 x 200 x 40 mm

INSTALLATION
screws (to fix to the wall) and glue

(to glue the tile on the module)

WEIGHT (box)
0,890 kg

PACKED 
1 light module

LIGHT COLOR
4000 K

LAMP
8 LED/

ABOUT LIGHTING MODULE

The LIGHTING MODULE provides a completely new level of 

decoration and design, creating different patterns with 

the same product. Developed for Chock, Minichock and 

Peak, this allows you to create a lighted area and at the 

same time three-dimensional, since the tile will be sticked 

to the lighting module, thus being highlighted from the rest 

of the wall. Designed and assembled in Germany.

200

ABOUT STICKERS

STICKERS are a complement to fix the Organic Blocks without applying 

glue/adhesive. Composed of scrim tape with acrylic glue, they are 

easy to use, very strong yet still removable. Stickers come in a single roll 

and can be cut to the required size, depending on the tiles on which it 

will be applied.

POWER 
10 W

TENSION 
230 V

SIZE
1 roll, 5000 x 1,5 mm

COLOR
transparent

PACKED 
1 roll, 2,5 sqm

ESTIMATED CONSUMPTION (per tile)

5 pieces of 25 mm = 125 mm
1 roll = 5 meters = 40 tiles

COMPLEMENTS LIGHTING MODULE / STICKERS 
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MATERIAL 
Massive cork pieces agglomerated 

with special resins and additives, 

molded-in shape with mass color 

pigmentation.

SIZE
693 x 393 x 7 mm

INSTALLATION
glue 

WEIGHT (box)
6,20 kg

PACKED 
10 tiles, area 2,72 sqm

FIRE RESISTANT
B-S1, d0 (EN 13823)

ACOUSTIC (NRC)
0,3 (EN ISO 11654)

THERMAL CONDUCTIBILITY (W/M.C) 
0,0468 (EN 12667-2001)

THERMAL RESISTANCE (M2C/W)
0,47 (EN 12667-2001)

VOC
Class A (French Norm 
EN ISO/IEC 17025)

TurquoiseEmerald YellowIvory Olive

BlackBordeaux AubergineRed Natural

Taupe

Copper

Grey

Blue

393

693

ABOUT INFINITY

Composed by a series of horizontal stripes, the Cork 

Strips INFINITY are the perfect connection between 

simplicity and comfort. Its lines form a continuous pattern 

that through its volume creates fantastic optical illusions 

and light effects. Cork Strips Infinity allows combinations 

to be made in different orientations and different colors, 

allowing creating unique and refined interiors that seem 

to have no end due to its solid lines.

CORK STRIPS INFINITY
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MATERIAL 
Massive cork pieces agglomerated 

with special resins and additives, 

molded-in shape with mass color 

pigmentation.

SIZE
698 x 395 x 7 mm

INSTALLATION
glue 

WEIGHT (box)
6,40 kg

PACKED 
10 tiles, area 2,76 sqm

FIRE RESISTANT
B-S1, d0 (EN 13823)

ACOUSTIC (NRC)
0,3 (EN ISO 11654)

THERMAL CONDUCTIBILITY (W/M.C) 
0,0468 (EN 12667-2001)

THERMAL RESISTANCE (M2C/W)
0,47 (EN 12667-2001)

VOC
Class A (French Norm 
EN ISO/IEC 17025)

TurquoiseEmerald YellowIvory Olive

BlackBordeaux AubergineRed Natural

Taupe

Copper

Grey

Blue

ABOUT ZIG ZAG

Cork Strips ZIG ZAG is formed by a sequence of lines 

that lead to the triangular geometric shape. This 

composition gives this piece a bold and unique design, 

forming small boomerangs that, all together, create a 

fantastic three-dimensional effect. Cork Strips Zig Zag 

allows combinations to be made in different orientations 

and in different colors, allowing creating unique and 

refined interiors.

395

698

CORK STRIPS ZIG ZAG
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MATERIAL 
Massive cork pieces agglomerated 

with special resins and additives, 

molded-in shape with mass color 

pigmentation.

SIZE
703 x 483 x 12 mm

INSTALLATION
glue 

WEIGHT (box)
7,90 kg

PACKED 
10 tiles, area 3,01 sqm

FIRE RESISTANT
B-S1, d0 (EN 13823)

ACOUSTIC (NRC)
0,3 (EN ISO 11654)

THERMAL CONDUCTIBILITY (W/M.C) 
0,0468 (EN 12667-2001)

THERMAL RESISTANCE (M2C/W)
0,47 (EN 12667-2001)

VOC
Class A (French Norm 
EN ISO/IEC 17025)

TurquoiseEmerald YellowIvory Olive

BlackBordeaux AubergineRed Natural

Taupe

Copper

Grey

Blue

ABOUT STEP

Cork Strips STEP is a passionate piece, full of 

three-dimensionality and volume, which takes us back 

to the 'Cubism' art movement, which treated the forms 

of nature through geometric figures. With a very strong 

character and appearance, this piece will be the 

highlight of any room, being able to make the difference 

even more by the combination of colors and position in 

which it will be placed.

703

483

CORK STRIPS STEP
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MATERIAL 
Massive cork pieces agglomerated 

with special resins and additives, 

molded-in shape with mass color 

pigmentation.

SIZE
630 x 396 x 7 mm

INSTALLATION
glue 

WEIGHT (box)
5,70 kg

PACKED 
10 tiles, area 2,30 sqm

FIRE RESISTANT
B-S1, d0 (EN 13823)

ACOUSTIC (NRC)
0,3 (EN ISO 11654)

THERMAL CONDUCTIBILITY (W/M.C) 
0,0468 (EN 12667-2001)

THERMAL RESISTANCE (M2C/W)
0,47 (EN 12667-2001)

VOC
Class A (French Norm 
EN ISO/IEC 17025)

TurquoiseEmerald YellowIvory Olive

BlackBordeaux AubergineRed Natural

Taupe

Copper

Grey

Blue

ABOUT GEOMETRIC

Cork Strips GEOMETRIC is formed by a set of geometric 

shapes that, all together, create magnificent visual 

effects. With just one piece it is possible to visualize 

hexagons, rhombuses, parallelograms, and even triangles. 

Creating a wall with several pieces, the pattern becomes 

continuous and provides a 3D visual effect. Cork Strips 

Geometric allows you to create refined interiors that are, 

at the same time, very modern.

630

396

CORK STRIPS GEOMETRIC
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MATERIAL 
Massive cork pieces agglomerated 

with special resins and additives, 

molded-in shape with mass color 

pigmentation.

SIZE
503 x 502 x 7 mm

INSTALLATION
glue 

WEIGHT (box)
5,40 kg

PACKED 
10 tiles, area 2,53 sqm

FIRE RESISTANT
B-S1, d0 (EN 13823)

ACOUSTIC (NRC)
0,3 (EN ISO 11654)

THERMAL CONDUCTIBILITY (W/M.C) 
0,0468 (EN 12667-2001)

THERMAL RESISTANCE (M2C/W)
0,47 (EN 12667-2001)

VOC
Class A (French Norm 
EN ISO/IEC 17025)

TurquoiseEmerald YellowIvory Olive

BlackBordeaux AubergineRed Natural

Taupe

Copper

Grey

Blue

503

502

ABOUT WAVE

Cork Strips WAVE is a piece that conveys the lightness 

and beauty of curves, conveying a strong feeling of 

comfort combined with an irreverent design. Building 

a pattern with the Cork Strips Wave will transform any 

wall into a masterpiece, giving it depth and magnificent 

light effects. The combination of colors allows for

 numerous possibilities of decoration.

CORK STRIPS WAVE
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MATERIAL 
Massive cork pieces agglomerated 

with special resins and additives, 

molded-in shape with mass color 

pigmentation.

SIZE
491 x 491 x 30 mm

INSTALLATION
glue/clips (ask for more info) 

WEIGHT (box)
5,20 kg

PACKED 
4 tiles, area 0,96 sqm

FIRE RESISTANT
B-S1, d0 (EN 13823)

ACOUSTIC (NRC)
0,7

THERMAL CONDUCTIBILITY (W/M.C) 
0,0468 (EN 12667-2001)

THERMAL RESISTANCE (M2C/W)
0,47 (EN 12667-2001)

VOC
Class A (French Norm 
EN ISO/IEC 17025)

TurquoiseEmerald YellowIvory Olive

BlackBordeaux AubergineRed Natural

Taupe

Copper

Grey

Blue

ABOUT UNDERTONE

Besides having a high aesthetic impact, the 

UNDERTONE was specifically developed as an 

acoustic panel. Its design was technically prepared 

to dissipate sound waves, through the rounded 

shapes and numerous holes. Although Undertone's 

main aim is to insulate sound, its design is contemporary 

and appealing, and displays beautiful light and shadow 

effects. 

491

491

ACOUSTIC PANELS UNDERTONE
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MATERIAL 
Massive cork pieces agglomerated 

with special resins and additives, 

molded-in shape with mass color 

pigmentation.

SIZE
502 x 502 x 30 mm

INSTALLATION
glue/clips (ask for more info) 

WEIGHT (box)
5,20 kg

PACKED 
4 tiles, area 1 sqm

FIRE RESISTANT
B-S1, d0 (EN 13823)

ACOUSTIC (NRC)
0,8

THERMAL CONDUCTIBILITY (W/M.C) 
0,0468 (EN 12667-2001)

THERMAL RESISTANCE (M2C/W)
0,47 (EN 12667-2001)

VOC
Class A (French Norm 
EN ISO/IEC 17025)

TurquoiseEmerald YellowIvory Olive

BlackBordeaux AubergineRed Natural

Taupe

Copper

Grey

Blue

ABOUT BUZZER

Besides having a high aesthetic impact, the BUZZER 

was specifically developed as an acoustic panel. Its 

design was technically prepared to dissipate sound 

waves, through the squared shapes in pyramid form. 

Although Buzzer’s main purpose is to insulate sound, 

its design is contemporary and appealing, displaying 

beautiful light and shadow effects.

502

502

ACOUSTIC PANELS BUZZER
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MATERIAL 
Natural cork pieces, pre-cleaned 

and treated, with an immersion 

finish of color pigments and other 

protection additives.

SIZE
300 x 100 x 7 + 200 x 100 x 11 + 100 x 

100 x 14 mm

INSTALLATION
glue

WEIGHT (box)
2,70 kg

PACKED 
27 tiles (9 of each), 

area 0,54 sqm

ACOUSTIC (NRC)
0,15 (EN ISO 11654)

THERMAL CONDUCTIBILITY (W/M.C) 
0,0468 (EN 12667-2001)

THERMAL RESISTANCE (M2C/W)
0,47 (EN 12667-2001)

TerracottaIvory Heart WoodNatural Green

Black SilverBrown Gold Brown SilverBlack

Brown Grey

ABOUT CORK BRICKS 3D

CORK BRICKS 3D is made of light cork pieces, with a 

natural treatment. It comes in different thicknesses 

and is painted with an innovative  immersion process. 

The high-value raw material and the handmade 

process create a unique aesthetic natural result. 

These distinguishing characteristics make Cork Bricks 

3D one of the most noted products of all ranges.

200

100

100

100

300

CORK BRICKS 3D
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MATERIAL 
Natural cork pieces, pre-cleaned 

and treated, with an immersion 

finish of color pigments and other 

protection additives.

SIZE
300 x 200 x 4 + 200 x 200 x 7 + 200 x 

100 x 11 + 100 x 100 x 14 mm

INSTALLATION
glue

WEIGHT (box)
3 kg

PACKED 
32 tiles (8 of each), 

area 1,04 sqm

ACOUSTIC (NRC)
0,15 (EN ISO 11654)

THERMAL CONDUCTIBILITY (W/M.C) 
0,0468 (EN 12667-2001)

THERMAL RESISTANCE (M2C/W)
0,47 (EN 12667-2001)

TerracottaIvory Heart WoodNatural Green

Black SilverBrown Gold Brown SilverBlack

Brown Grey

ABOUT CORK BRICKS GRAND

CORK BRICKS GRAND is an allusion to the traditional 

brick, while renewing the vision of cork in its natural 

form, yet continuing the sense of comfort and warmth. 

The Cork Bricks Grand provides an immensity of pattern 

possibilities, through the endless array of shape and color 

combinations. The style of European artisanship and the 

handmade contemporary appeal provides an irreverent 

appearance to the Cork Bricks Grand while the inherent 

aspects of cork remain true.

CORK BRICKS GRAND
200

100

200

300

200

100

200
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MATERIAL 
Natural cork pieces, pre-cleaned 

and treated, with an immersion 

finish of color pigments and other 

protection additives.

SIZE
230 x 70 x 7 mm

INSTALLATION
glue

WEIGHT (box)
3,40 kg

PACKED 
62 tiles, area 0,99 sqm

ACOUSTIC (NRC)
0,15 (EN ISO 11654)

THERMAL CONDUCTIBILITY (W/M.C) 
0,0468 (EN 12667-2001)

THERMAL RESISTANCE (M2C/W)
0,47 (EN 12667-2001)

TerracottaIvory Heart WoodNatural Green

Black SilverBrown Gold Brown SilverBlack

Brown Grey

ABOUT CORK BRICKS BEV

With a rustic and modern look at the same time, the 

BEV has a rough but distinct aspect because of its 

similarity to the natural cork bricks. It stands out 

because of its beveled edges, which gives it a 

bigger volume effect. Cork Bricks Bev provides a 

natural but luxurious look to any room. 

230

70

CORK BRICKS BEV
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MATERIAL 
Massive cork tiles, high density 

weight molded-in irregular surface, 

with metallic color pigments.

SIZE
200 x 100 + 100 x 100 (7-13 

thickness) mm

INSTALLATION
glue

WEIGHT (box)
5,10 kg

PACKED 
66 tiles (33 of each size), 

area 0,99 sqm

FIRE RESISTANT
B (USA Norm ASTM E84)

Brown SilverMoonstone Smoked QuartzPearl Brown Gold

Black SilverBlack Silver Black GoldSandstone 
Black

Platinum Saphir

ABOUT KORKSTONE CLASSIC

KORKSTONE CLASSIC has both sparkling and velvety 

aspects, with a light-weight, yet strong, product 

composition. Based upon handmade qualities, 

realized through technology upgrades, Korkstone 

Classic enlaces both irreverent and luxury aesthetics.

200 100

100

KORKSTONE CLASSIC
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MATERIAL 
Massive cork tiles, high density 

weight molded-in irregular surface, 

with metallic color pigments.

SIZE
150 x 150 x 150 + 300 x 300 x 300 

(7-13 thickness) mm

INSTALLATION
glue

WEIGHT (box)
3 kg

PACKED 
51 tiles (34 of 150 mm + 17 of 

300 mm), area 0,99 sqm

FIRE RESISTANT
B (USA Norm ASTM E84)

Brown SilverMoonstone Smoked QuartzPearl Brown Gold

Black SilverBlack Silver Black GoldSandstone 
Black

Platinum Saphir

ABOUT KORKSTONE TRIANGLE

KORKSTONE TRIANGLE is inspired by geometric shapes 

that form unique and outstanding pattern combinations. 

Korkstone Triangle has both sparkling and velvety aspects, 

with a light-weight, yet strong, product composition. 

Based upon handmade qualities, realized through 

technology upgrades, Korkstone Triangle enlace both 

irreverent and luxury aesthetics. It praises the design 

trend that uses this geometric shape, which is also ideal 

for application to larger areas.

KORKSTONE TRIANGLE
150

300
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MATERIAL 
Panels made of 95% concrete, 

minerals (stone powder) and 

hydraulic binders.

SIZE
Option 1: 1000 x 500 x 3 mm
Option 2: 3000 x 500 x 3 mm

INSTALLATION
glue

WEIGHT (box)
Option 1: 20,58 kg
Option 2: on request

PACKED 
Option 1: 10 tiles, area 5 sqm
Option 2: on request

1000

500

ABOUT CONCRETE FLEX 

CONCRETE FLEX  is a natural and environmentally 

friendly product that redefines the concrete concept. 

These panels have an exquisite industrial look while 

being extremely sophisticated. This is achieved through 

a composite of flexible concrete (95%), minerals (stone 

powder), and hydraulic blinders. The panels of this range 

are flexible and lightweight, with high dimensional 

stability. Ideal panels for walls with large tall feet. 

Dark GreyLight Grey Medium GreyWhite Mint

Peach CoralAlmond

Ice Blue Curry

FIRE RESISTANT
B, s1, d0 (EN 13823:2010)

OPTIONAL COMPLEMENT 
Varnish for wet areas

500

CONCRETE FLEX 
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MATERIAL 
Panels with two layers. Massive
cork tiles with color pigments, and
a natural finishing treatment on the
top. Water repellent.

SIZE
600 x 450 x 3 mm

INSTALLATION
glue

WEIGHT (box)
8,26 kg

PACKED 
16 tiles, area 4,32 sqm

OPTIONAL COMPLEMENT 
Bottles with paint to finish 

edges

BrownIvoryNatural Leather

BlackDark GreyChampagne Taupe

ABOUT PRIMECORK CLASSIC

This rich natural cork skin provides a «Classic Look» to 

the interior walls of any space. Its warm and comfortable 

look makes it compatible with every decorating style, 

from the modern to the very traditional. This natural 

«skin» of silky touch, smooth and unobtrusive aesthetics, 

timelessly makes beautiful walls.

600

450

Heart Wood Terracotta Green

Deep Indigo

PRIMECORK CLASSIC
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MATERIAL 
Panels with two layers. Massive
cork tiles with color pigments, and
a natural finishing treatment on the
top. Water repellent.

SIZE
600 x 450 x 4 mm

INSTALLATION
glue

WEIGHT (box)
6,20 kg

PACKED 
12 tiles, area 3,24 sqm

OPTIONAL COMPLEMENT 
Bottles with paint to finish 

edges

BlueMoonstone SaphirSerge Pink

Brown SilverBlack Gold Sandstone BlackGold

Platinum Amber

ABOUT PRIMECORK PREMIUM

This rich natural cork skin provides a fashionable 

finishing to the interior walls of any space. Its warm 

and comfortable look makes it compatible with 

every decorating style, from the modern to the 

very traditional. Its metallic surface gives it 

irreverence and a refined and singular look.

600

450

Black Silver

PRIMECORK PREMIUM
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METALEGANCE PURE
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900

600

Brass Platinum Old GoldRoyal Gold

ABOUT METALEGANCE PURE

Made with natural metallic granules, a silicate 

compound and oxide aluminum, the METALEGANCE 

PURE is the most recent and refreshing material in the 

world of wall coverings. Besides being produced with 

the latest high-tech, it is defined by its metallic 

appearance, combined with an elegant and striking 

look. Its extraordinary surface is endowed with high 

dimensional stability and flexibility. Fire-resistant. 

MATERIAL 
Panels made with a combination 

of synthetic fibers, metallic 

granules, and pigments. 

SIZE
900 x 600 x 1,2 mm

INSTALLATION
glue

WEIGHT (box)
4,10 kg

PACKED 
4 tiles, area 2,16 sqm

FIRE RESISTANT
A2/B (EN 1384)

Oxid

Copper Old Bronce

Black

CUSTOMIZED SHAPES
Possibility to manufacture special 

shapes in all colors of the collection, 

with a maximum size of 900 x 600 

mm. Contact us to know 

more about this service.

METALEGANCE PURE
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Azure BlueIvory Beige RedLight Ivory Reseda Green

Signal BlackSilk Grey Terra BrownGranite Grey

Mint Turquoise Moss Grey

ABOUT STONE IT

Stone-It is not just a product, it’s a solution! It is characterized as a 

decorative coating, composed of minerals, water-based resins, and 

other natural additives – thus a purely natural coating. It can be 

applied to any surface, creating environments that are design-led 

elegant, and sophisticated, whilst remaining practical. Its hand-finished 

application technique achieves unique, exclusive, unrepeatable, 

pieces of work, resulting in surfaces where no two are alike. Stone-It is 

the perfect solution for walls, furniture, and decorative objects. 

Available in a variety of colors, that can be combined with a finishing 

varnish of metallic pigments.

MATERIAL 
Mineral Plaster is a multi-solution surface covering, 

composed of mineral stone powder, latex, and 

other natural additives.

PACKED 
Information available in the price list.

ESTIMATED CONSUMPTION (per sqm)
1 kg plaster = +/- 4 to 6 sqm

COMPONENTS
Neutral plaster (1kg or 5kg)

Color pigment (200gr or 1kg)

Varnish (HG or Matte - 1L)

Metallic pigment (black, gold or silver - 1L; to mix with 

the varnish)

STONE IT
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AWARDS



NY Metro Chapter Award 

USA, 2015

Design Tokyo Products Award

Japan, 2016

AIT trendscouting Award, Euroshop

Germany, 2017

MDO Montecarlo Prize,

Montecarlo, 2019

Best Exhibit Competition BD WEST LA,

Boutique Design West, USA, 2018

World Build Awards, WorldBuild Moscow,

Russia, 2018

Europen Product Design Award,

2020

Europen Product Design Award,

2017
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MARKETING
TOOLS



SAMPLE BOX SET

The SAMPLE BOX SET is the most recent and masterful marketing tool.

It is a set of two large boxes, perfect to show the entire product range, 

per collection. This means that each client can personalize the Sample

Boxes, according to his needs. Of all the merchandising materials, 

the Sample Box Set is the best to show all the materials and colors of 

each collection to any project manager, architect, or designer. 

ARCHITECT BOX

The ARCHITECT BOX contains a representative sample of each 

collection, of 8x8cm. Together with the Architect Box is also sent a 

catalog with all collections. This is a very good tool to showcase the

important details in each product, also providing a real perspective

and feeling. Therefore, the Architect Box is an easy and powerful way 

to present the large product portfolio of Muratto to any architect, or 

interior designer.

SHOWROOM PLACEMENT

Muratto also offers a showroom and exhibition design service, preparing

the design and advising the client on the most accurate way to present

the products and the brand at the point of sale. This is a service of 

extreme importance, as the exhibition stand or showroom presentation

makes all the difference in the true perception of the material.  

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS’ VIDEOS

For any installation of Muratto products to be successful, you 

should follow certain steps. Therefore, we invite you to check our

Installation Instruction Tutorials, in our webpage (B2B Area). Each 

collection has its video. Please follow the steps, so that you can

get a fantastic final result. Then, please share your creation with us! ;)
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NOTES







WWW.MURATTO.COM

MURATTO.WALL          MURATTO.WALL

MURATTO WALL          MURATTO WALL 



Head Office / Showroom

Rua 28 de Janeiro, nº350, fração HI-08, 4400-335, Vila Nova de Gaia

marketing@muratto.com | +351 913 917 352  

www.muratto.com | @muratto.wall
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